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ACROSS
  1 One that grows up playing games at 

school finally comprehends it (10)
  6 Mist presents danger, with a road 

obscured to a point (4)
10 Old pro gets time inside; in 

retrospect it’s a short sentence (5)
11 To relax, Brit wears socks? (4,5)
12 Drug’s diluted? That’s a  blow (8)
13 What you’re looking at is a crime (5)
15 Fancy new place around centre of 

Leith presents one with huge bill (7)
17 Involved in pop, risk trashing No 1 

from Sergeant Pepper (7)
19 A description ultimately possessed 

by one cast out? (7)
21 Melancholy air from Germany 

reflected on Western Isles (7)
22 Needing to lose weight, orders the 

ultimate in slimline (5)
24 The greater part are backing 

unlimited mercy killing (8)
27 Parallel to hypoteneuse? (9)
28 She’s not entirely vegetarian it 

appears (5)
29 Your aunt regularly visited Chinese 

capital (4)
30 Wayward one’s left two husbands, 

and unlikely to find another (2,3,5)
DOWN
  1 Amount to nothing in sport (4)
  2 Throw out a group emulating Saint 

George? (9)
  3 Terminal needs a set of lines (5)
  4 Lament adopting short redneck 

hairstyle (7)

  5 Centurion’s best garment? (4,3)
  7 Hospital department keeps chap in 

for a stay (5)
  8 Still agree about United, after some 

time (10)
  9 Creature, a tailless sort with 

additional coating (8)
14 Church book makes little money in 

royalties, sadly (10)
16 Meet in study with cleric right away 

(8)
18 Fruitless task – no question – in 

relief work (9)
20 Heavy goods vehicle seen outside 

power plant (7)
21 Learned about bishop associated 

with church in Fenland town (7)
23 Virus that causes a part of the brain 

to suffer setback (5)
25 Accumulate millions when following 

a lead from stockbroker (5)
26 Throw up in the sixth pub? (4)
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